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PLEASE READ TO PLAYERS: Thanks for electing to read and play Fuck This Packet 3. Each packet of this 
rendition also has a title. This packet is called Back at the Shack edition for reasons that won’t be made clear. This 
packet will, and already has, contain explicit language. Player discretion is advised. I would advise FTP to be played 
in an environment where negs are encouraged. Praise, payment, etc. send to harrisbunker@gmail.com , 
unconstructive feedback, complaints, and of course, requests for an FTP4 (ain’t gonna happen), send to 
kochtren@msu.edu . Best of luck. 
 
Tossups: 
 
1. One deleted scene from this TV show reveals a deceased character had planned to sue some of his vendors 
for untimely deliveries which he kept a secret from his wife. In the second season of this television series, 
Wayne Lowry confronts the main character with some potentially incriminating evidence about a murder 
after the protagonist learns he has a nephew. This show's first episode opens with the cryptic "Sometimes you 
know something's coming. You can feel it. In the air. In your gut. And you don't sleep at night." The youngest 
daughter in the principal family of this show drowns in a flashback while her brother is supposed to be 
watching her, which causes him to get beaten up (*) by his father. The central conflict of this show's first season 
starts after the protagonist's brother Danny comes home. For 10 points, in what TV show is John Rayburn played by 
Kyle Chandler: a Netflix drama about a dysfunctional family in the Florida Keys. 
ANSWER: Bloodline <HB> 
 
2. In a speech quoted at the beginning of the Tool song "Third Eye", this person says that the people who 
made the music you listen to were "rrrrrrrrrrrrreal fucking high on drugs." This speaker of "On 
Consciousness" spoke about his TV show "Let's Hunt and Kill Billy Ray Cyrus" in a banned appearance on 
Letterman that also joked about the anti-abortion movement. This person told people in advertising and 
marketing to kill themselves in one (*) comedy special. Often critical of religion, this person said that those who 
believe in creationism "often look unevolved." A famous black and white photo of this comedian portrays him with 
a cigarette and a zippo. For 10 points, identify this late satirical and curmudgeonly American comedian who was 
active in the 1980s and 90s. 
ANSWER: Bill Hicks <HB> 
 
3. On the 2017 Dragonforce album Reaching Into Infinity, this word plus an exclamation point titles a song 
where this word "is straight from the core." That song opens "Appearing out of nowhere you came into my 
life" and a background singers says he will "crush your empire." In a song by Thousand Foot Krutch, the 
singer repeats "I feel it in my veins/It's not going away" in a song about this phenomenon "Of Change." An 
album by 30 Seconds to Mars with this concept in its title contains the song "Closer to the Edge" and a title 
track where Jared Leto repetitively mentions a "brand new world" named (*) "This is [this word]." Along with 
"The Punishment Due," the first track on Megadeth's Rust in Peace is tilted for the "Holy" version of these events. 
For 10 points, identify this phenomenon that titles a Black Sabbath song about a certain set of “Pigs.” 
ANSWER: War [also accept wars, "This is War", "War of Change", "Holy War", and "Warpigs"] <HB> 
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4. An unnamed child possessing one of these things was able to move other children telekinetically upon eye 
contact; that child belonged to an order named for these abilities. Elisa Liechtenstein used her variant of this 
ability to sneak out of her castle at night. According to the Caretaker of Spacetime, these abilities will appear 
blue and become "fragments" if left dormant until adulthood, as in the case of Leila Malcal. The overuse of 
one of these abilities known as the "Seal of Absolute Suspension" caused the death of Rolo. A (*) "canceler" of 
these abilities is housed in the cybernetic left eye of Jeremiah Gottwald. Emperor Charles is the only known person 
to have possessed a perfect one of these abilities, which manifested in both of his eyes. The most prominent 
bestower of these abilities was able to tell when another of these abilities went berserk, and refers to these abilities 
as the "Power of Kings." That character is C.C. Suzaku Kururugi, who is commanded to live by, for 10 points, what 
supernatural ability of Lelouch vi Britannia that is manifested as a red bird-like symbol in his eye? 
ANSWER: the Geass [anti-prompt on Code Geass I guess, be nice to the baka gaijin] <TI> 
 
5. In a song about drug use, one member of this band asks "(Hey Von, you see me steppin' on these 
leprechauns?)" and is told "It got to be acid 'cause the X is gone." In that song's third verse, a different band 
member raps "Am I supposed to choke?/Had an accident when the Trojan broke." A music video by this 
musical group opens with a man saying "yo" to "Big Baby" the security guard. Later, the lead singer of this 
group gets a massage from a scantily clad woman and talks to two women that are actually him in drag who 
say "I swear to fucking god you fucking rock. Please...please, let me suck your cock." The singer of one song 
by this band repeatedly says "We family. Ain't a damn thing changed unless it you". This band of (*) "Purple 
Pills" released a song where Bizarre and Proof are jealous of a member of this group because he's the lead singer of 
the title entity. For 10 points, name this Eminem-led rap group behind "How Come" and the whimsical "My Band." 
ANSWER: D12 <HB> 
 
6. The year after this player retired, he signed a million dollar, ten year, broadcasting contract with NBC but 
quit after six years. Roger Khan compared this player's fastball to Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel. Bob 
Hendley had a no hitter going into the seventh in a game where he opposed this player, who pitched a perfect 
game with 14 strikeouts. After that performance against the Cubs, this player beat Bob Feller's record of 
three no hitters. Elbow arthritis prematurely ended the career of this player who played for a team that won 
the (*) 1963 and '65 World Series. This player elected not to play in Game 1 of the '65 World Series to observe Yom 
Kippur. For 10 points, identify this left-hander who won an MVP and three Cy Youngs while pitching for the Los 
Angeles Dodgers. 
ANSWER: Sandy Koufax <HB> 
 
7. In a scholarly book on this director, James Naremore cites his themes of war, science, and masculinity to 
argue that this director was cinema's last modernist. That essay examines this director's films by arguing one 
happens "outside history" and is about any and every war. Napoleon, an unfinished film by this director, 
starred Jack Nicholson as the title character and Audrey Hepburn as Josephine. A film noir by this director 
ends with (*) Johnny Clay calmly accepting his arrest. One film by this director uses a match cut between a bone 
used by a primate and a satellite in the future to convey a very unsubtle metaphor. In another film by this director, a 
character rants about how fluorination is a communist plot to weaken American fluids. This director's most famous 
film stars Jack Nicholson and Shelley Duvall and is set at the Overlook Hotel. For 10 points, name this director of 
Dr. Strangelove, The Shining, and 2001: A Space Odyssey. 
ANSWER: Stanley Kubrick <AH> 
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8. In August 2013, this man posted a photo to Instagram portraying him and his girlfriend's family in Da 
Vinci's Last Supper but then deleted the photo. In one episode of a TV show, this real person claimed to be 
British royalty as "Lord of the Manor of Cruckton Ford." At a party at Joe Francis' house in Mexico, this 
celebrity met a woman who gave birth to this man's son Mason Dash. In June 2018, a post by this celebrity's 
current girlfriend include the pithy "Never Believe the Internet" in a follow up to a post of her embracing 
this celebrity. This man had earlier cheated on that woman which caused her to tell her father (*) Lionel. In a 
popular reality show, this man bought an engagement ring for that earlier woman while she and her sister Kim were 
living in New York. For 10 points, identify this TV celebrity who recently broke up then got back with Sofia Richie 
and who used to be in a long-term relationship with Kourtney Kardashian. 
ANSWER: Scott Disick [grudgingly accept Scott] <HB> 
 
9. Barry Levinson, the director of Rain Man, surprisingly used this film-making technique in a 2012 film 
about toxicity in the Chesapeake Bay. Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez made early use of this technique 
for a film shot in Burkittsville, Maryland. The director of the first film to use this technique admitted to 
decapitating a spider monkey, but was found not to have made a snuff film. Critics of this film-making 
technique often complain about its frequent (*) "shaky cam," which is not present in the first film made by Oren 
Peli. That film focuses on a young couple setting up cameras to detect ghosts in their home. For 10 points, name this 
film-making technique often used in low-budget horror movies such as Paranormal Activity that presents the film as 
discovered recordings.  
ANSWER: Found Footage [accept descriptive equivalents; prompt on Shaky cam before mention] (Editor's Note: 
Mentioned films, in order, are The Bay, Blair Witch Project, and Cannibal Holocaust) <ES> 
 
[NOTE TO MODERATOR: Read the special instructions in the answerline to yourself before reading this 
tossup.]  
10. An objectively bad fan theory about this being said it is based off the Norse goddess Hel, while a perhaps 
more legitimate theory says it was inspired by a Yama-uba. One article in Black World Today about this being 
compared it to DBZ's Mr. Popo and caused some episodes this character appeared in, like "The Mandarin 
Island Mismatch," to be removed from some DVD collections. In VGC 2012, this character had a niche 
because it could use both Fake Out and Lovely Kiss. This Pokémon appeared in an undubbed anime episode 
where it is separated from its owner (*) Santa Claus. In Pokémon Platinum, Sneasel, this Pokémon, and its 
pre-evolution can be found in Snowpoint Temple, while in Red and Blue, this Pokémon is only obtainable by 
trading a Poliwhirl in Cerulean City. Bizarrely, of its four moves in Red, Blue and Yellow, Lorelei's version of this 
Pokémon only gets STAB on Ice Punch. For 10 points, name this evolution of Smoochum--a Generation one Ice and 
Psychic type Pokémon notable for its controversy. 
ANSWER: Jynx [also accept Pokémon #124 for 20 points; take away 10 points if a player negs this tossup with 
"Grimace"] <HB> 
 
11. On a holiday in 2009, the privilege of performing this television-related action is passed around to bring 
the whole gang closer together, and this action is then performed right before they all eat dinner together. 
Marshall claims to have traveled to Shanghai to have received instruction on how to properly perform this 
action, balancing speed, strength, and accuracy. This action takes place three years in a row on Thanksgiving 
which causes the gang to rename the holiday "this action"s-giving. More instances of this action were added 
to the original (*) bet after a character refuses to wear a ducky tie to meet his girlfriend's parents. For 10 points, 
name this action from How I Met Your Mother that Marshall wins the right to do five times to Barney when Barney 
incorrectly assumes that Robin used to star in adult films.  
ANSWER: slap <BM> 
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12. A beat writer for KSL.com stated that for this supposed entity to exist, a 'no-doubter top 5 player' is 
required. One measure to combat this incidence included ratification of cost certainty and the '38 and under' 
rule. One of the first recorded instances of this type of organization existing occurred in the late 70s, with 
individuals such as Brian Taylor, Bobby Jones and David (*) Thompson forming the core of this type of 
franchise. David West and Javale McGee joined a later instance of this entity in 2016 and 2017, respectively. For 10 
points, name this term for a type of team that is dominated by stars and marquee players, typically used to coin a 
team that has a perceived unfair advantage over the rest of the league. 
ANSWER: Superteam [do not accept or prompt on teams] <SB> 
 
13. A 2013 film directed by Munro and Andalman called American [this item] concerns the only white guy on 
his school's basketball team thanks to his grandfather's donation; that guy later accidentally impregnates a 
teenager. In Back to the Future, George McFly orders this food item before asking his date to prom. In the 
classic movie, Date Movie, a large woman in pink dances to a song named for this item whose singer states 
"maintain your halo" and says this item "makes the guys go crazy." In Pulp Fiction, Mia tells Vincent Vega 
that he can sample this type of food that she just bought for (*) five dollars and that she "doesn't have cooties." 
At a meeting at a restaurant, Joan tells the Michael Keaton-played title character of The Founder about a way to 
make this foodstuff with just powder. A character yells about "DRAINAGE" in a scene where that character makes 
an analogy about these food items and their straws. FTP, Daniel Plainview tells Eli  he will drink what dairy-based 
drink? 
ANSWER: Milkshake [prompt on Shake do NOT accept or prompt on Shamrock shake] <HB> 
 
14. Works created in this artistic medium by the writer of this question include "Clash" and "Handlebars." 
That writer's favorite works in this medium are "Phunner" and "Explosivo" by Cereal, who now speedruns 
under the name AverageTrey. Online communities for artists in this medium have included an eponymous 
French site as well as sites run by FlagCapper and Ben Harvey a.k.a. Rabid Squirrel, who created a 
record-breaking 55-minute work in this medium called "This Will Destroy You." The LCC created a work 
named for the "Evolution of" this medium, whose styles include alt quirk, highspeed, manuquirk, and XY. 
Early practitioners in this medium include TechDawg and unconed, the latter being famous for (*) "Jagged 
Peak Adventure." Tools in this medium, first developed in 2006 by Bostjan Cadez (bo-SHAN ka-DESH) a.k.a. fsk, 
include the flag, eraser, pencil, and play button. For 10 points, name this Flash-based medium in which artists draw 
slopes for a scarf-wearing guy on a sled to ride down. 
ANSWER: Line Rider <TI> 
 
15. This album contains the first use of a theremin in a rock album on a song which contains background 
vocals saying "Can't find nothin' I can put my heart and soul into." On the instrumental title track of this 
album, Ritchie Frost uses two empty Coke cans as percussion instruments. A jingle-writer named Tony Asher 
co-wrote eight songs on this album. Instruments used on this album include a bicycle bell and a tack piano, 
which were played by the "Wrecking Crew." This album was the band's follow up to (*) Today!. The number 
one single from this album is an adaptation of a Bahamian folk song. The other single from this album includes a 
B-side with lyrics such as "If you should ever leave me/Well life would still go on believe me." This album's 
opening track features a narrator who wishes to be older and "live together" with his love "in the world where we 
belong" as he asks the title phrase. For 10 points, name this Beach Boys album that features "God Only Knows" and 
"Wouldn't it be Nice”.  
ANSWER: Pet Sounds <ES> 
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16. This actress dances with Craig Jackson in a Reno 911 Commercial Parody where Jackson asks "who 
wants to be a deputy?" Before blowing up a boat to avoid trouble from the Dean Norris-played Uncle Daddy 
and the Dixie mafia, a character played by this actress and Virginia accidentally "on purpose" murder 
Roller. It turns out Roller was alive and is held as a sex slave in a show in which this actress' character owns 
an establishment in Manatee County. On a reality show hosted by this actress, she worked with Matt Iseman 
and interior decorator Mark Brunetz to take shit out of people's (*) houses, sell it at a garage sale, and use the 
money to renovate the home. This actress portrays Desna Simms in a show in which Simms launders money for the 
Russian mafia and profitable pill mills while owning a salon. For 10 points, name this first host of the Style 
Network's Clean House who also stars in the TNT drama Claws.  
ANSWER: Niecy Nash (Editor's Note: Claws might be the most insane TV show I have written about. Holy shit. I 
watched the first episode and it was fucking wild.) <HB> 
 
17. While on an elevator in this film, a character suggests that "a Munich" is a "man without his balls". Two 
mermaids are seen in a pool at a party scene in this film where a girl, who later learns about Sid Shattuck, 
tells her dad "there are whores here and stuff.". This movie opens with a car accident in which adult film star 
Misty Mountain dies. Angourie Rice stars as the protagonist's daughter (*) Holly in this movie where it is 
revealed that some Detroit automakers tried to suppress the publication of a pornographic film about auto emissions. 
For 10 points, name this 2016 noir-comedy set in 1970s LA where characters played by Russell Crowe and Ryan 
Gosling investigate the disappearance of a teen girl. 
ANSWER: The Nice Guys <HB> 
 
18. Somewhat ironically, this fighter appeared as a washed-up boxer who opened a nightclub in an episode of 
Land of Giants. After some resistance from the mob prevented him from fighting for the title, this boxer won 
his first championship after a unanimous 15 round decision over Tommy Bell. This fighter, who titles an 
artwork by the graffiti artist Jean-Michel Basquiat, finished his career with 175 victories and became the first 
boxer to win a divisional world championship five times. This boxer, who once had a (*) 91 fight unbeaten 
streak, knocked out Jimmy Doyle and Jake LaMotta in the "Valentine's Day Massacre" of 1951. In a 1984 book, 
Ring Magazine named this boxer the number 1 pound-for-pound boxer of all time. For 10 points, name this world 
welterweight title holder from the 40s and 50s who, along with Muhammad Ali, is frequently considered the GOAT 
of the sport. 
ANSWER: "Sugar Ray" Robinson [accept Walker Smith Jr, prompt on "Sugar Ray"] <HB> 
 
19. This song has been used on Dancing with the Stars on three different occasions, including a quickstep by 
Drew Carey and Cheryl Burke. This Oscar nominee for best original song has been covered by both Alvin 
and the Chipmunks and Ne-Yo. In the movie in which this song appears, a character singing this song offers 
the protagonist a full turkey to eat that turns into the head of the singer with (*) turkey legs attached. Later in 
that animated movie, the singer of this song performs a choreographed dance with two life-size copies of his hands. 
At the end of this song, the singer patiently waits for adoration under a blinking "applause" sign. For 10 points, 
name this song performed by Robin Williams as the Genie in Disney's Aladdin. 
ANSWER: "Friend Like Me" <BM> 
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20. Description acceptable. In one 80s-era ad, this action is followed by its principal instigator catching a 
baseball hit by Pete Rose. A 2015 VSauce video calculates that the principal performer of this action weighs 
about 11,000 pounds and mentions blood loss scales in relation to this action. The person involved in this 
action sings a song about (*) "thirst on the run" and has the Earth turn into his face in another ad featuring this 
action. In Family Guy, the character performing this action gets his legs broken by Evil Stewie immediately after 
doing this action. In another instance, the performer of this action has a car driven through his living room wall and 
says "Wow! From the other side that's kind of annoying." The phrase "oh yeah" often accompanies, for 10 points, 
what action in which a red food product mascot goes through a certain object? 
ANSWER: The Kool-Aid Man running through a wall [accept reasonable equivalents that mention the Kool-Aid 
guy jumping through shit; also accept his aliases of Pitcher Man or Captain Kool-Aid from Canadians only] 
<HB> 
 
21 (TB). It's not the Red Sox, but in October 2017, this teams' manager was under investigation for an electronic 
watch worn during a game against the Rockies. The most recent no hitter for this team was an eight walk, 149 pitch 
effort by Edwin Jackson against the Tampa Bay Rays. In the 7th game of this team's only World Series appearance, 
this team's winning pitcher was the previous night's starter and the game ended on a Luis Gonzalez hit to center. 
This team, which switched from a purple logo to red in 2006, was Brandon Webb's team when he won the 2006 NL 
Cy Young award. Behind co-MVP pitchers Curt Schilling and Randy Johnson, this team defeated the Yankees 4-3 
en route to the 2001 World Championship. For 10 points, name this NL West franchise, the current team of A.J. 
Pollock, Zack Greinke, and Paul Goldschmidt that plays its games at Chase Field in Phoenix. 
ANSWER: Arizona Diamondbacks [accept either; do not accept anything with the word "Phoenix" in it] <HB> 
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Boni: 
 
1. For 10 points each, answer the following about infamously difficult songs in rhythm games. 
[10] Noted rhythm game god iamchris4life was the first to full combo this ridiculous Guitar Hero III song that 
propelled Dragonforce to memetic stardom. 
ANSWER: "Through The Fire And Flames" [if they throw an extra "the" in there, be nice and give it to 'em but be 
sure to point out the error of their ways] 
[10] This less successful Activision rhythm game's final boss is a beat juggling mix of "Groundhog" by Noisia 
throughout which the Scratch Perverts taunt you with vocal samples like "brrrap" and "cripes," wearing out the red 
key on your stupid disc controller. 
ANSWER: DJ Hero [do NOT accept DJ Hero 2] 
[10] DJ Hero arguably ripped off Konami's long-running beatmania IIDX ("two-dee-ecks") series, which had this 
final song in every iteration of the Kaiden rank course. This song credited to Amuro vs. Killer features dense piano 
scales and stupid jacks and an annoying slowdown at the end. 
ANSWER: "Mei" [冥] <TI> 
 
2. In one opening scene of this film, a character who resembles Christ has his face entirely covered by ants. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this surrealist film in which the thief meets seven personifications of the planets, and is to climb the title 
structure to meet some immortals who turn out to be creepy dummies.  
ANSWER: The Holy Mountain [also accept The Sacred Mountain] 
[10] This other movie by the director of The Holy Mountain is notable for its use of maimed or dwarf actors and is 
about the tile gun-wielding character’s search for enlightenment with his son Hijo. 
ANSWER: El Topo [accept The Mole] 
[10] The director of The Holy Mountain lived in this country's capital when he met the monk Ejo Takata. This 
country is also the home of the director of Babel and Birdman, Alejandro González Iñárritu. 
ANSWER: Mexico <HB> 
 
3. For 10 points each, answer the following about only the best Minecraft parodies of only the best songs. 
[10] On the channel "MineCraft Awesome Parodys", there is a soulful rendition of A-Ha's classic "Take on Me" 
with 14 million views that replaces the chorus with this two-word phrase. 
ANSWER: mine diamonds 
[10] Some people put serious production quality into this drivel; Captainsparklez created a parody of this Usher 
song, which opens with the line "so we're back in the mine, got our pickaxe swinging from side to side." 
ANSWER: "DJ Got Us Fallin' in Love" [accept "Revenge" if, and only if, they have the deep Captainsparklez 
knowledge] 
[10] Prolific parodist Galaxy Goats lovingly retooled this Lil Pump classic with the chorus "diamonds on my sword, 
iron on my pick." 
ANSWER: "D Rose"<TI> 
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4. Answer the following about the most horrible, no good, very bad TV shows of Fall 2017 for 10 points each. 
[10] This CW and Netflix remake of an 1980s soap opera stars Elizabeth Gillies as the wealthy Fallon Carrington, 
who goes through many drama filled machinations to separate her father Blake from Cristal Flores--presumably to 
get more money. 
ANSWER: Dynasty 
[10] Chuck Lorre's new "comedy" Young Sheldon debuted in 2017 and examines the childhood of our "favorite" 
nerd who himself debuted on this CBS sitcom in which he and other dorks live with a character played by Kaley 
Cuoco. 
ANSWER: The Big Bang Theory 
[10] With only a 10 percent on Rotten Tomatoes, this critically panned ABC Marvel series features boring 
characters such as Black Bolt, Medusa and Gorgon. This show was mercifully canceled after just one season. 
ANSWER: Marvel's Inhumans <HB> 
 
5. In one instance of hilarity, Harris was running a Craftsman lawn mower with an engine of this brand at past full 
throttle. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this extremely popular small-engine company that exists in mowers made by Toro, eXmark, and 8 in 10 
of America's best leading power equipment. Its initials are B and S. 
ANSWER: Briggs and Stratton [award 15 points for saying B and S or the full name before mention] 
[10] This mower brand notably does not use a B&S engine and produces its own which means Harris does not own a 
B&S engine in his mower. This Japanese company also makes motorcycles and cars like the Accord. 
ANSWER: Honda Motor Company 
[10] In a small engine, the floats of this part must be adjusted during repair. This engine part is primarily responsible 
for mixing air and fuel and contains a choke in all good mowers. 
ANSWER: carburetor [grudgingly accept carburettor from a Brit] <HB> 
 
6. In Sight and Sound, critic Sophie Mayer talked about the male fantasies of lesbianism in the context of this movie 
that was controversial for a lesbian sex scene that used fake genitalia. For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this Cannes 2013 Palme d'Or winner about a young woman who falls in love with a blue-haired 
painter. 
ANSWER: Blue is the Warmest Colour [accept La Vie d'Adèle – Chapitres 1 & 2] 
[10] The drama Carol starred this actress as a woman undergoing a divorce who has a lesbian affair with a 
photographer played by Rooney Mara. This actress achieved acclaim for starring in Elizabeth and Woody Allen's 
Blue Jasmine. 
ANSWER: Cate Blanchett 
[10] In this other film about a lesbian relationship directed by Park Chan-wook, Sook-hee has a relationship with 
Hideko during the Japanese occupation of Korea. 
ANSWER: The Handmaiden <HB> 
 
7. This All American at TCU and member of the inaugural Pro Football Hall of Fame class in 1963 was notable for 
his high completion percentage and, strangely, his high punting average. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this great NFL quarterback of the 1930s and 1940s who won both the 1937 and '42 NFL Championships. 
ANSWER: "Slingin'" Sammy Baugh 
[10] Baugh won his titles while playing for this team: currently in the NFC East. This team won several titles under 
coach Joe Gibbs and is owned by the meddling Dan Snyder. 
ANSWER: Washington Redskins [accept either] 
[10] This other old-school player, nicknamed "The Toe" for his place kicking ability, also played tackle for the 
Cleveland Browns in the 40s and 50s before switching to kicking full-time in the 60s. He also names a college 
football place kicking award. 
ANSWER: Lou Groza <HB> 
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8. For 10 points each, answer the following question about the use of Pink Floyd's kinolicious music in movies. 
[10] This song from Meddle was used, sans lyrics, in the opening credits of Tom Stoppard's Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern are Dead. This acoustic song ends with the sound of the title dog's howl. 
ANSWER: "Seamus" 
[10] This Pink Floyd song from Dark Side of the Moon was covered by Velvet Revolver for the 2003 remake of The 
Italian Job, where it played over the end credits. 
ANSWER: "Money" 
[10] The lyrics to "Money" were also used in this movie as a school boy's poetry. In one scene in this movie, his 
teacher reads the lyrics aloud, before calling them "absolute rubbish." 
ANSWER: The Wall <TK> 
 
9. Defunct as of 2017, anger at the cartoon and dubbing entity known as 4kids permeated the childhood and 
adolescence of many kids born in the late 90s. Answer some questions about it for 10 points each. 
[10] Hilariously, this food item was often replaced with jelly sandwiches in the Hoenn League episodes of the 
Pokémon 4kids dub. This Japanese food item, also replaced by a hoagie in one episode, was also referred to as 
"cookies" or jelly donuts. 
ANSWER: Rice Ball [accept onigin but do not accept “Onigohri” which is Glalie’s Japanese name] 
[10] The voice actors of characters such as Sonic, That Guy from One Piece and Splinter made a horrible 4kids 
rendition of the National Anthem for this American holiday that happens within a week of Canada Day. 
ANSWER: 4th of July [or Independence Day] 
[10] In this Italian animated series that aired on 4kids, Bloom discovers she has magic powers and interacts with 
fairy princesses and shit. PopPixie is a spinoff of this TV show that also led to a movie subtitled The Secret of the 
Lost Kingdom being created. 
ANSWER: Winx Club <HB> 
 
10. "Boom na da noom na na nema/Da boom na da noom na namena." For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this song that was the origin of that strange sequence where the speaker claims he feels like the title 
creature and "[has] no release" because "something's raped and taken from [him]." 
ANSWER: "Freak on a Leash" 
[10] "Freak on a Leash" appeared on this nu-metal band's album Follow the Leader. This band, notable for its use of 
the letter ‘K’, also released the song "Word Up!". 
ANSWER: Korn 
[10] In this other Korn song from their 2005 album See You on the Other Side, the speaker says his brain is "ticking 
like a bomb" and is "starting to suffocate." This song, which frequently uses the word "wait", has a music video 
where the band plays in a desert while the sky falls before the band turns into pieces of unwound string. 
ANSWER: "Coming Undone" <HB> 
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11. Due to Canada's perennial success in the Stanley Cup Finals, let's recall some successful Canadian teams that 
failed to win the Stanley Cup during their playoff runs for various reasons. For 10 points each: 
[10] Team and year required. In one of the most infamous examples of Canadian underachievement, this team 
earned the franchise's first-ever President's Trophy with a whopping 117 points during the regular season. This team 
then failed to win the Stanley Cup, losing in 7 games to the Boston Bruins. 
ANSWER: 2011 Vancouver Canucks [accept either Vancouver or Canucks for the team; prompt on answers with 
no year given] 
[10] Team and year required. This Canadian runner-up finished their regular season with 105 points, blitzing to the 
Finals behind the skilled front line of Daniel Alfredsson and Dany Heatley and the somewhat uncharacteristic 
skilled goaltending of Ray Emery. They would end up losing to the Anaheim Ducks in five games.  
ANSWER: 2007 Ottawa Senators [same rules as above] 
[10] Year not required. As of this packet's submission, the last Canadian Stanley Cup winner is this franchise, 
hoisting the trophy in the 1992-1993 season. This member of the "Original Six" teams is nicknamed the 'Habs'. 
ANSWER: Montreal Canadiens [accept either] (Editor’s Note: This bonus is a longboy) <SB> 
 
12. Answer the following about parties in music. For 10 points each: 
[10] Nico asks "what costume shall the poor girl wear/To all tomorrow's parties?" on a song from this band's 1967 
self-titled debut album.  
ANSWER: The Velvet Underground and Nico 
[10] This artist claims that police in Huntington Beach are "no good" for "Parties in the USA" on his solo album I, 
Jonathan. Prior to his solo career, he was the frontman of the Modern Lovers. 
ANSWER: Jonathan Richman 
[10] This Disney channel star had a hit in 2009 with "Party in the USA." 
ANSWER: Miley Cyrus [Accept Hannah Montana, although the song was done under her real name] <ES> 
 
13. Hey Beter: for 10 points, identify the following about miscellaneous Family Guy memery. 
[10] Because you need an easy part, identify the letter often used in those "Hey Beter" memes instead of the usual 
one. 
ANSWER: B [accept [b] or "buh"] 
[10] In probably the most notable "Hey Beter" maymay, this character from Sesame Street asks Beter to spell 
"Whomst've" to which Peter requests people follow for a free iPhone 5. In an ancient YouTube video, this 
character's got a gun which causes Big Bird to go on the run. 
ANSWER: Elmo 
[10] In a video where Peter gets chased by an airplane, Peter stops until the square button has been pressed a bunch 
to boost and a song from this video game starts playing. That song from this game, "Double Boost", is played over 
the Mario Odyssey theme in a Spongebob meme. 
ANSWER: Sonic Forces <HB> 
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14. In addition to doing the voice for Death on the aforementioned Hey Beter show, Adam Carolla has had quite a 
career in television, so answer some questions about it FTPE. 
[10] In Crank Yankers, Carolla voiced this curmudgeonly Vietnam vet who, in one call, loses his prosthetic leg at a 
country club and looks for jobs as both a bounty hunter and as a construction worker despite his evidently high 
degree of PTSD. 
ANSWER: Mr. Bircham 
[10] Carolla voiced Spanky Ham on this raunchy and dark animated Comedy Central series. Other characters on this 
show included the hairbrained princess Clara, the Spongebob-inspired Wooldoor and the 20s cartoon caricature 
Toot. 
ANSWER: Drawn Together 
[10] This other comedian drank beer and looked at girls in bikinis with Carolla on the Man Show from 1999 and 
2004. This person is perhaps better known for crying about Cecil the Lion on an ABC talk show of himself Live!. 
ANSWER: Jimmy Kimmel <HB> 
 
15. Answer the following about movies that could be summed up with the phrase "dude weed LMAO (luh-mao)" 
for 10 points each. 
[10] In this Judd Apatow film, Dale Denton and his dealer witness a murder and must go on the run. This stoner 
movie also features Danny McBride and Gary Cole. 
ANSWER: Pineapple Express 
[10] Before Pineapple Express, Harold and Kumar visit this restaurant while stoned out of their fucking minds in a 
2004 movie. In the course of a series of misfortunes while attempting to reach this place, the duo encounters a 
character played by Neil Patrick Harris who is high on ecstasy. 
ANSWER: White Castle [or Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle] 
[10] In this presumably terrible 2009 direct-to-DVD release, two potheads, one of whom is nicknamed Spanky, find 
a strain of weed that makes women particularly lascivious but run into some problems when they pick up some 
hookers to buy them alcohol and get a female cop high. Wtf is this movie?? 
ANSWER: Sex Pot <HB> 
 
16. In 2011, MTV elected not to renew the American version of this TV show as advertisers withdrew due to this 
show's risqué nature. For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this British TV show that follows the live of six Bristol teenagers as they struggle with various things 
like depression, bullying, substance abuse and the horrible acting of Dakota Blue Richards in its "Third Generation." 
ANSWER: Skins 
[10] Maybe Skins wasn't your cup of debaucherous tea, so you instead watched Hung starring this actor as Ray 
Drecker, a Detroit high school coach who resorts to prostitution. This actor also played Joe Miller in The Expanse 
and starred in 2004's The Punisher. 
ANSWER: Thomas Jane 
[10] According to a random Hollywoodreporter.com article, this TV show, like Skins, has an ensemble cast. Julia 
Louis Dreyfus portrays the title politician in this HBO TV show that co-stars with Matt Walsh and Gary Cole. 
ANSWER: Veep <HB> 
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17. Much to 9 year old Harris's dismay, this pitcher was the only pitcher to earn a win for the Tigers in their 4-1 
2006 World Series loss to the Cardinals. FTPE: 
[10] Name this player who threw a perfect game in 1994 while pitching for the Texas Rangers. This pitcher also 
won a ring on the 1996 Yankees and started in their Game 4 win. 
ANSWER: Kenny Rogers 
[10] This similarly-named musician is perhaps the source of Rogers' nickname "The Gambler" as he like famously 
performed that song in 1978. This country musician is also notable for his 2005 single "I Can't Unlove You." 
ANSWER: Kenny Rogers 
[10] The singer Kenny Rogers founded this eponymous restaurant chain that specializes in rotisserie chicken. This 
chain is perhaps most famous for its "home made" muffins and has six pastas on its menu for some reason. 
ANSWER: Kenny Rogers Roasters <HB> 
 
18. Rom Hacks of this game have started to spring up in 2018, with projects like "Future Shock" and a "Kaizo" 
version in the works. For 10 points each: 
[10] First, name this second quirky platformer and party game for the GameCube in which Aiai, Meemee, Baby, and 
Gongon roll to the goal through absurd levels. 
ANSWER: Super Monkey Ball 2 
[10] The party games in Super Monkey Ball 2 are a blast, though for this lengthy sport you're better off skipping the 
monkey version and just playing Toadstool Tour on your GameCube instead. 
ANSWER: golf [and yes, there is a whole 18-hole course in Monkey Ball] 
[10] Casual players of Super Monkey Ball 2 may remember this pain-in-the-ass level at the end of either Advanced 
difficulty in Challenge mode or World 4 in Story mode. You can either yolo it and try to dunk the goal at the bottom 
of the stage, or wait for the goal to come up and speed across the five rings hoping to not get stomped by the title 
creature. 
ANSWER: Arachnid <TI> 
 
19. After this player's team lost in the 2018 NBA Finals, he congratulated Nick Young for being a "no shirt brother." 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this Cavs shooting guard who notably forgot that the score was tied at the end of regulation in Game 1. 
ANSWER: Earl Joseph "J.R." Smith III [accept either underlined part] 
[10] Smith and his sidekick LeBron James were unceremoniously swept in the 2018 Finals by this California team 
“led” by Shaun Livingston and the aforementioned Swaggy P. 
ANSWER: Golden State Warriors [accept either] 
[10] Before LeBronto's sweep of the Raptors, people were hyping up this rookie out of Indiana as a LeBron stopper. 
That didn't happen, but plenty of NBA bloggers predicted this British small forward could stop LeBron due to his 
6’8”, 235 lb. frame. 
ANSWER: O.G. Anunoby <HB> 
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20. Answer the following about the curious relationship between the world of movies and the music of (pause) Fall 
out Boy for 10 points each. 
[10] In this movie, a character played by Julia Roberts says "it tastes like you but sweeter" which of course was 
referenced in the hit song "Thnks fr th Mmrs" (“Thanks for the Memories”). This 2004 rom-com somehow also 
starred Jude Law, Natalie Portman, and Clive Owen as they portray a love triangle between the journalist Dan, his 
girlfriend Alice and the photographer Anna. 
ANSWER: Closer (Editor’s Note: No relation found with the Nine Inch Nails song) 
[10] This animated film unfortunately coincided with the release of Fall Out Boy's song "Immortals." This film, set 
in the heavily cliched city of San Fransokyo, follows a bunch of Marvel comic characters such as the cute white 
robot Baymax who "just wants to help people." 
ANSWER: Big Hero 6 
[10] Two answers required. Fall Out Boy's 2015 album shares its name with these two 1990s films. One of these 
films stars Mena Suvari as the precocious Angela Hays and the other includes a scene where a chainsaw is dropped 
on a character by the yuppie-hating protagonist. 
ANSWER: American Beauty and American Psycho [accept in either order, prompt on partial answer but I guess 
give 5 points for one answer if the teams somehow actually didn’t have a tossup go dead] <HB> 
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